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Abstract

We construct an uncoupled randomized strategy of repeated play
such that� if every player follows such a strategy� then the joint mixed
strategy pro�les converge� almost surely� to a Nash equilibrium of the

one�shot game� The procedure requires very little in terms of players�
information about the game� In fact� players� actions are based only

on their own past payo�s and� in a variant of the strategy� players
need not even know that their payo�s are determined through other

players� actions� The procedure works for general �nite games and
is based on appropriate modi�cations of a simple stochastic learning

rule introduced by Foster and Young ��	
�

Keywords Regret testing� Regret based learning� Random search�

Stochastic dynamics� Uncoupled dynamics� Global convergence to
Nash equilibria� JEL Classi�cation C�� C��� D��� D���



� Introduction

We study a simple stochastic learning procedure such that if all players play

according to it� then their joint mixed strategy pro�le will converge� almost

surely� to a Nash equilibrium of the game� An important feature of the

procedure is that it requires very little in terms of what players need to know

about the underlying game� In fact� for a variant of the basic version� we

show that players� mixed strategy pro�les converge to a Nash equilibrium of

the stage game even if players do not know that they are playing a game

with other players� What they do need to know are their own payo�s which

they need to observe over su�ciently long periods of time�

The procedure is a variant of the �regret testing� learning rule introduced

by Foster and Young 	
��� The main idea behind this procedure is that time

is divided into su�ciently long periods such that at the beginning of each

period each player chooses a mixed strategy at random and plays according

to the corresponding distribution for the duration of the period� If the player

could not have performed much better by playing some other �xed strategy

throughout the just elapsed� period� then he repeats the same mixed strat�

egy for the next period� otherwise the player randomly selects a new mixed

strategy and plays it again during the next period� The procedure thus im�

plements a kind of exhaustive search� The basic variation we study adds

�experimentation� to Foster and Young�s procedure in the sense that� with

small probability� players sample a new mixed strategy even if they could

not have done much better with any �xed strategy over the elapsed period�

Among other things this guarantees that the process of the mixed strategy

pro�les at the beginning of the given periods is an irreducible Markov chain�

More speci�cally� the setup is the following� We consider repeated play

of a �nite N �player normal form game� At each time instant t � 
� �� � � � �

player i � N chooses a mixed strategy �it � �i depending on the history and

selects an action sit randomly according to the distribution of �it� i � N � In

the basic setup� we assume that after taking an action at time t� player i






observes the actions s�it played by the rest of the players� This �standard

monitoring� assumption is signi�cantly weakened in Section ��� However� we

focus our attention on uncoupled procedures in the sense that each player i

knows his own payo� function �i but ignores the payo� functions of the rest

of the players� see Hart and Mas�Colell 	�
� ���� We also allow randomized

procedures� in the sense that at each time instant t player i has access to a

random variable �i�t whose value he can use in determining �it where the �i�t

are independent and say� uniformly distributed over the interval 	�� 
��

Our main objective here is to see whether uncoupled randomized pro�

cedures can lead to Nash equilibrium� More precisely� does there exist a

randomized uncoupled strategy� such that� regardless of what the underly�

ing game is� if all players follow such a strategy� the joint mixed strategy

pro�les �t � ��
t � � � � � �

N
t � converge� almost surely� to a Nash equilibrium of

the one�shot game� Several examples of uncoupled procedures that lead to

equilibrium have been constructed in the literature� though weaker notions

of equilibrium and weaker types of convergence have been considered�

Perhaps the �rst such universal convergence result was shown by Foster

and Vohra 	��� who proved the existence of adaptive procedures such that

the joint empirical frequencies of play

bPts� � 


t

tX
���

Is��s� s � S�

converge to the set of correlated equilibria of the game� see also Foster and

Vohra 	��� Fudenberg and Levine 	
�� 
��� Hart and Mas�Colell 	
�� 
�� ����

Stoltz and Lugosi 	���� and Cahn 	��� The original result of Foster and Vohra

shows that if players base their actions on a calibrated forecast of the other

players� actions then convergence to correlated equilibria takes place in the

above�mentioned sense� Kakade and Foster 	��� take these ideas further and

�Throughout the paper we use the word strategy for both the distribution �
i
t played

at every time instant t� as well as for the overall learning procedure or repeated game
strategy� In the terminology of Hart ����� our �repeated� strategy belongs to the class of
adaptive heuristics and is to be located between evolutionary dynamics and sophisticated
learning dynamics in terms of the sphistication of the players� See Hart ���� and also
Fudenberg and Levine ��	� for more discussion on this�

�



show that if all players play according to a best response to a certain common

�almost deterministic� well�calibrated forecaster the existence of which they

also prove� then the joint empirical frequencies of play converge not only to

the set of correlated equilibria but� in fact� to the convex hull of the set of

Nash equilibria� Foster and Young 	�� 
�� introduce two procedures in which�

asymptotically� the joint mixed strategy pro�les are within distance � of the

set of Nash equilibria in a fraction of at least 
�� of time� though convergence

is not achieved�

On the negative side� Hart and Mas�Colell 	�
� ��� show that it is im�

possible to achieve convergence to Nash equilibrium for all games if one

is restricted to use stationary strategies that have bounded memory� By

�bounded memory� we mean that there is a �nite integer T such that each

player bases his play only on the last T rounds of play� On the other hand� for

every � � � they show a randomized bounded�memory stationary uncoupled

procedure for which the joint empirical frequencies of play converge almost

surely to an ��Nash equilibrium�

These results reveal that there is a �ne line between what is possible in

terms of covergence to Nash and what is not� The present paper intends to

add to the �lling of this thin gap by exhibiting an uncoupled randomized

strategy such that the joint mixed strategy pro�les converge� almost surely�

to a Nash equilibrium for all games� More precisely� in Theorem � we prove

convergence to Nash equilibrium for a set of �generic� games that include

almost all games in the sense of the Lebesgue measure over the set of all

�nite normal form games� Theorem � establishes the existence of an uncou�

pled randomized strategy that achieves convergence to an ��Nash equilibrium

without any restriction on the game� The procedure is based on a careful

modi�cation of the regret testing procedure of Foster and Young 	
��� The

procedure has an unbounded memory i�e�� as time advances� players have to

keep track of longer and longer periods of the past� so that this convergence

result does not contradict the impossibility result of Hart and Mas�Colell�

Note that almost sure convergence of the joint mixed strategy pro�les to a

single Nash equilibrium is the strongest notion of convergence considered so

�



far and implies all other notions cited above�

In Section � we strengthen the result by relaxing the assumption of stan�

dard monitoring� In this model of �unknown game� we only require that�

after taking an action� players observe their own payo�s but not the other

players� actions� In fact� they may not know that they are playing against

other players� Hart and Mas�Colell 	
�� show that convergence of the empiri�

cal frequencies of play to the set of correlated equilibria may also be achieved

in this way� Foster and Young 	
�� point out that their result can easily be

extended to this model� and in fact� it is their idea that we use in Section ��

The rest of the paper is organized as follows� Section � introduces nota�

tion and the experimental regret testing procedure� Section � contains some

basic properties of the procedure� In Section � we show that the empirical

frequencies converge to the convex hull of the set of ��Nash equilibria Theo�

rem 
�� Section � contains the main result� the mixed strategy pro�les of an

�annealed� and �localized� version of experimental regret testing converges

to the set of Nash equilibria Theorem ��� Section � deals with the case in

which the players only observe their own payo�s but not the other players�

actions� Section � contains the proofs of some key lemmas�

� Preliminary de�nitions

We consider N �player normal form games� where with a slight abuse of nota�

tion N also denotes the set of players f
� ��� Ng� Si denotes player i�s space of
pure strategies with cardinalityKi � �Si� and S � �i�NSi denotes the space

of pure strategy pro�les with cardinality K �
P

i�N Ki� �i denotes the set

of probability measures or mixed strategies� on Si� � � �i�N�i denotes the

space of mixed strategy pro�les� Let also S�i � �j ��iSj and ��i � �j ��i�j�

and for J � N � SJ � �i�JSi and �J � �i�J�i�

Given N and each Ki �nite� we identify a game with a point in euclidean

space � � R�N � where � �
QN

i��Ki� We also denote by �i � R� the payo�

array of player i and� by slight abuse of notation� also the payo� function

of player i at game �� Without loss of generality� we may assume that all

payo�s take values in 	�� 
� so that the space of games reduces to 	�� 
��N �

�



Let Bi�� � � denote the graph of i�s best reply correspondence at � and

Bi
��� � � the graph of i�s ��best reply correspondence� N �� � �i�NB

i��

denotes the set of Nash equilibria and N��� � �i�NB
i
��� the set of ��Nash

equilibria of �� Let N c
� �� � � n N��� denote its complement in �� we will

often suppress the argument �� Unless otherwise noted� 	 denotes uniform

probability measure over either � or 	�� 
��N �

The following learning dynamics is based on the regret testing dynamics

of Foster and Young 	
�� and coincides with it when 
 � ��

De�nition � Experimental regret testing with parameters T� �� 
��

where T � N � � � R�� and 
 � �� 
�� is de�ned by the following algorithm�

�� Initialization� Set t � �� Each player chooses �i� � �i uniformly at

random�

�� Loop�

�a� Each player plays according to �it � �i for T � 
 periods� where in

each of the T periods a strategy si� � Si is chosen according to the distribution

�it�

�b� Each player computes its vector of average regrets over the T periods

rit�k �



T

t�TX
��t��

�
�ik� s�i� �� �is��

�
� k � 
� � � � �Ki 
�

where s� � s�� � � � � � s
N
� � is the N	tuple of pure strategies played by the N

players at round � and s�i� is the N � 
	tuple obtained from s� by excluding

si� �

�c� Each player chooses �it�T � �i as follows� if rit�k � � for some

k � 
� � � � �Ki� then randomly select �it�T � �i according to the uniform

distribution over �i� If rit�k  � for all k � 
� � � � �Ki� then with probability


�
 set �it�T � �it and with probability 
 randomly select �it�T � �i according

to the uniform distribution over �i�

�d� Set t � t� T and repeat the loop�

In words� experimental regret testing with parameters T� �� 
� is de�ned by

an updating algorithm� where every T periods each player computes its vec�

tor of recent average regrets� If one of the components exceeds �� then a

�



new strategy is drawn from the uniform distribution on the player�s strategy

simplex� and this strategy is played for the next T periods� If� on the other

hand� none of the components exceeds �� then� with probability 
�
� it con�

tinues to play according to the previous strategy for further T periods� and�

with probability 
� a new strategy is drawn from the uniform distribution on

the strategy simplex and is played for the next T periods�

Note that the procedure of experimental regret testing is uncoupled in

the sense that the actions of each player only depend on the players� own

past payo�s� though a certain amount of coordination is required since we

assume that all players use the same parameters T� �� 
� and that the inter�

vals of length T over which the players don�t change their mixed strategy are

synchronized�

The di�erence of this dynamics from the regret testing dynamics of Foster

and Young is that in our case� with a small positive probability 
� players

select a new strategy even if their current strategy does not lead to regrets

above the threshold �� This ensures that there is some amount of experimen�

tation by all the players throughout the learning process�

� Properties of experimental regret testing

We state some key properties of experimental regret testing that will be used

throughout the paper� The proofs are all in Section ��

One of the key properties of experimental regret testing needed to prove

such convergence is that the process of joint mixed strategy pro�les ��� �T � ��T � � � �

is a geometrically mixing Markov chain� as summarized in the following

lemma� Denote by 	 the uniform probability measure over the set � of

mixed strategy pro�les�

Lemma � The stochastic process f�tg� t � �� T� �T� � � � � de�ned by experi	

mental regret learning with �  
  
� is a recurrent and irreducible �L��

Markov chain satisfying Doeblin
s condition� In particular� for any measur	

able set A � ��

P � � A� � 
N	A�

�



for every � � � where P � � A� � Pf��m���T � Aj�mT � �g denotes

the transition probabilities of the Markov chain� �Here m is an arbitrary

nonnegative integer��

An immediate corollary is the following see� e�g�� Meyn and Tweedie 	���

Theorem 
��������

Corollary � For m � �� 
� �� � � � let Pm denote the distribution of �mT � that

is� PmA� � Pf�mT � Ag� Then there exists a unique probability distribution

� over � �the stationary distribution of the Markov process� such that

sup
A
jPmA�� �A�j � 
� 
N �m

where the supremum is taken over all measurable sets A � ��

The main idea behind Foster and Young�s heuristics is that� after a not

very long search period� by pure chance� the joint mixed strategy pro�le

�mT will be an ��Nash equilibrium� and then� since all players have a small

expected regret� the process gets stuck with this value for a much longer time

than the search period� The main technical result needed to justify such a

statement is summarized in Lemma � which will imply that the length of the

search period is negligible compared to the length of time the process spends

in an ��Nash equilibrium� A similar result was used by Foster and Young 	
��

for the case of two players�

Throughout the paper we work with generic games in the following sense�

Given a game � � 	�� 
��N � we say a game �� � 	�� 
��
�N is a pure subgame

of � if S� � S� �� �
Q

i�N K �
i� where K

�
i � �S�i � 
� and where the payo�s

are the ones induced by �� that is� �� � �jS� � For an arbitrary set J � N

and arbitrary mixed strategy pro�le �J � �J � let ��J � denote the subgame

where players in J play the �xed strategy �J� We call an N�player normal

form game � � 	�� 
��N generic if every pure subgame has only regular Nash

equilibria and for every pure subgame � � of �� we have for almost every mixed

strategy pro�le �J � �J � J � N � that the subgame ���J of �� also only has

regular Nash equilibria� The notion of regular Nash equilibrium we use is as

�



in Ritzberger 	��� or van Damme 	���� essentially we require that the system

of equations de�ning a given equilibrium be invertible�

Lemma � Almost every game � � 	�� 
��N is generic�

Let N c
� �� � � n N��� denote the complement of the set of ��Nash

equilibria� The next lemma is essential for the convergence results�

Lemma � Let � � 	�� 
��N be a generic N�player normal form game� Then

there exist positive constants c�� c� such that� for all su�ciently small � � ��

if � � �� the N�step transition probabilities of experimental regret testing

satisfy

P �N�N c
� � N�� � c��

c� �

�where we use the notation P �N�A � B� � Pf��m�N�T � Bj�mT � Ag for

the N	step transition probabilities��

One more technical result is needed before we state the main properties

of experimental regret testing�

The next basic proposition shows that after su�ciently many rounds of

play the distribution of the joint mixed strategies � concentrates in the neigh�

borhood of the set of Nash equilibria� It extends the main result of Foster

and Young 	
�� to generic games of an arbitrary number of players�

Proposition � Let � � 	�� 
��N be a generic N�player normal form game�

There exists a positive number �� such that for all �  �� the following holds�

there exist positive constants c�� � � � � c� such that if the experimental regret

testing procedure is used with parameters

� � �� �� �c�� � 
 � c��
c� � and T � � 


�� � ���
log c	�

c�� �

then for all M � log����� log
� 
N ��

PM N c
� � � Pf�MT �� N�g � � �

�



� Convergence of empirical frequencies

Next we turn to the �rst main result of this paper that concerns the long�term

joint empirical frequencies of play� Speci�cally� we show that if all players

play according to the experimental regret testing procedure described above�

then the joint empirical frequencies of play converge almost surely to a mixed

strategy pro�le � that is in the convex hull of ��Nash equilibria� The precise

statement is given in Theorem 
�

Recall that� for each � � 
� �� � � � � we denote by si� � Si the pure strategy

played by the ith player� Recall that si� is drawn randomly according to

the mixed strategy �imT whenever � � fmT � 
� � � � � m � 
�Tg� The N �

tuple of pure strategies played at time � is s� � Consider the joint empirical

distribution of plays bPt de�ned by

bPts� � 


t

tX
���

Is��s s � S �

The next theorem shows that if all players play according to experimental

regret testing then the joint empirical frequencies of play converge� almost

surely� to a �xed mixed strategy pro�le in the convex hull of the set of ��Nash

equilibria� Denote the convex hull of a set A by coA��

Theorem � Let � � 	�� 
��N be a generic N�player normal form game� For

every � � � there exists a choice of the parameters T� �� 
� such that there is

a � � coN�� such that the joint empirical frequencies of play of experimental

regret testing satisfy

lim
t��

bPt � � almost surely�

Proof� First observe that by martingale convergence� for every s � S�

bPts�� 


t

tX
���

��s�� � almost surely�

Therefore� it su�ces to prove convergence of �
t

Pt
��� �� s�� Since �� is un�

changed during periods of length T � we obviously have

lim
t��




t

tX
���

�� � lim
M��




M

MX
m��

�mT �

�



By Lemma 
 the process f�mTg�m�� is a recurrent and irreducible Markov

chain� so the ergodic theorem for Markov chains see� e�g�� 	���� implies that

there exists a � � � such that

lim
M��




M

MX
m��

�mT � � almost surely�

It remains to show that � � coN��� By the ergodic theorem� in fact� � �R


�d� where � is the unique� stationary distribution of the Markov process�

Let ��  � be a positive number such that

f� � � � 	�� � coN��� such that k� � ��k�  ��g � coN�� �

Observe that for a generic game such an �� always exists by part a� of Lemma

�� In fact� one may choose �� � ��c� for a su�ciently large positive constant

c� whose value depends on the game��

Now choose the parameters T� �� 
� such that �N c
���  ��� Lemma 


guarantees the existence of such a choice�

Clearly�

� �

Z



�d� �

Z
N��

�d� �

Z
N c
��

�d� �

Since
R
N��

�d� � coN���� we have that the L� distance of � and coN���

satis�es

d��� coN���� �
�����
Z
N c
��

�d�

�����
�

�
Z
N c
��

d� � �N c
���  �� �

By the choice of �� we indeed have � � coN���

Remark� �initialization�� In the de�nition of experimental regret testing

we assumed that each player chooses his initial mixed strategy �i� uniformly

at random� The reason for the choice of the uniform distribution is merely

simplicity� and it is easy to see that Lemma 
 remains true under the weaker

assumption that the distribution of �� is absolutely continuous with respect

to the uniform measure on �� This observation will be relevant in Section ��


�



Remark� �uncoupledness�� Theorem 
 guarantees� for any �xed �� the

existence of the parameters �� 
� T such that the empirical frequencies of play

converge to N�� However� it is clear from the proof that these parameters

depend not only on � but also on properties of the game� In a genuinely

uncoupled way of play� the players should be able to determine these param�

eters based solely on the value of �� The arguments of Section � show that

such a procedure may indeed be constructed�

Remark� �rates of convergence�� The bounds established in Lemma


 also allow us to estimate the length of play MT � as a function of �� to

achieve that the joint mixed strategy pro�le is an ��Nash equilibrium with

a probability at least 
 � �� The bounds reveal that experimental regret

testing with appropriately chosen parameters achieves this after O
�

���C

�
rounds of play where the constant C depends� in a complicated way� on the

properties of the game� However� a closer look at the proof reveals that C is

at least proportional with K �
PN

i��Ki the sum of the number of actions of

all players� and therefore the speed of convergence is at least exponentially

slow as a function of the number of players and the number of actions of

each player� This slow rate of convergence is in sharp contrast with the

rates of convergence achievable to approximate correlated equilibria� In fact�

it follows from results of Cesa�Bianchi and Lugosi 	�� that there exists an

uncoupled way of play such that� after O��� logK���� rounds of play the

joint empirical frequencies of play form� with probability at least 
 � �� an

��correlated equilibrium�

� Convergence of mixed strategy pro�les

The purpose of this section is to derive a regret�based method that guaran�

tees that the joint mixed strategy pro�les �t� t � 
� �� � � � converge almost

surely to the set N of Nash equilibria of a generic game� Thus� we not only

claim convergence of the empirical frequencies of plays but also of the actual

mixed strategy pro�les �t� Also� we show convergence to N and not only to

the convex hull coN�� of all ��Nash equilibria for a �xed �� Actually� our







proposed method guarantees convergence of f�tg to just one Nash equilib�

rium� though in case of multiple Nash equilibria the limiting equilibriummay

depend on the actual random� realization of the sequence of plays�

The basic idea is to �anneal� experimental regret testing such that �rst

it is used with some parameters T�� ��� 
�� for a number M� of periods of

length T�� then change the parameters to T�� ��� 
�� by increasing T and

decreasing � and 
 properly�� use experimental regret testing for a number

M� 
 M� of periods of length T��� etc� However� this is not su�cient

to guarantee almost sure convergence as at each change of parameters the

process is reinitialized and therefore there is an in�nite set of indices t such

that �t is far away from any Nash equilibrium� The solution we propose is a

careful modi�cation of experimental regret testing that guarantees that for

any �� �t �� N� only occurs a �nite number of times� almost surely� This is

achieved by �localizing� the search after each change of parameters such that

each player limits its choice to a small neighborhood of the mixed strategy

played right before the change of parameters unless a player experiences a

large regret in which case the search is extended again to the whole simplex��

Another challenge we must face is that the values of the parameters of

the procedure i�e�� T�� ��� 
�� and M�� � � 
� �� � � � � cannot depend on the

parameters of the game� since by requiring uncoupledness we must assume

that the players only know their payo� function but not those of the other

players�

Next we de�ne the annealed localized experimental regret testing process�

To this end� let �� � �� � � � � be a decreasing sequence of positive numbers

such that
P�

��� �� ��

For each � � 
� �� � � � de�ne

�� � �� � ��� � 
� � ��� � and T� �

�
� 


�����
log
�
���
��

�

Introduce also

M� � �

�
log �

��

log �
����

�
�

and denote by D�X� �� the L��ball of radius � around X � ��


�



De�nition � Annealed localized experimental regret testing�

�� Initialization� Each player chooses �i� � �i uniformly at random�

�� Loop� There are dierent regimes indexed by � � 
� �� � � � � In the �	th

regime� each player plays according to experimental regret testing with pa	

rameters T�� ��� 
�� during M� periods of length T� with the only modi�cation

that in step �c� of experimental regret testing� if maxk���			 �Ki
rit�k  ����� then

the set �i is replaced by D��i���
p
��� where �i�� is the mixed strategy played

by player i at the end of the �� 
	st regime�

Observe that the procedure is fully uncoupled as the only parameter of

the procedure is the sequence f��g which is independent of the properties of

the game�

The main result of this section is the following theorem which establishes

almost sure convergence of the procedure described above to Nash equilibria�

Theorem � Let � � 	�� 
��N be a generic N�player normal form game and

let �� � �� � � � � be a sequence of positive numbers such that
P�

��� �� �� If

each player plays according to annealed localized experimental regret testing�

then the sequence of joint mixed strategy pro�les converges almost surely and

lim
t��

�t � N almost surely�

In case of multiple Nash equilibria the value of the limit may depend on the

randomization used in the procedure�

Proof� The theorem is a quite straightforward consequence of Lemmas 
�

�� and the Borel�Cantelli lemma� First note that the parameters T�� ��� 
��

are de�ned such that for all su�ciently large �� they satisfy the conditions of

Lemma 
 for � � ��� Since
P

� ��  �� by Lemma 
 and the Borel�Cantelli

lemma� with probability one� there exist at most a �nite number of indices �

such that at the end of the ��th regime the joint mixed strategy pro�le �t is

not in N��� Localization� part c� of Lemma �� and again the Borel�Cantelli

lemma guarantees that� with probability one� for all su�ciently large �� all

values of �t in the ��th regime are within distance �
p
�� of a Nash equilibrium�


�



Part c� of Lemma � guarantees that for all su�ciently large � there is always

at least one Nash equilibrium that is not excluded from the search� Since

�� � �� the process indeed converges to a Nash equilibrium with probability

one�

� Non�generic games

All results presented up to this point require the game to be generic in the

sense speci�ed above� However� since almost all games are generic with

respect to the Lebesque measure over the set 	�� 
��N of all games�� it is easy

to construct a randomized uncoupled procedure such that convergence to an

��Nash equilibrium is achieved for all games�

Theorem � Let � � 	�� 
��N be an arbitrary N�player normal form game

and let � � �� There exists an uncoupled randomized learning procedure such

that the joint mixed strategy pro�les converge almost surely to a pro�le � � �

that is an ��Nash equilibrium of ��

Proof�The idea is that before starting to play� each player slightly perturbes

the values of his payo� function and then plays as if his payo� were the

perturbed values� For example� de�ne� for each player i � N and pure

strategy pro�le s � S�

��is� � �is� � Ui�s

where the Ui�s are i�i�d� random variables uniformly distributed in the inter�

val 	��� ��� Clearly� the perturbed game �� is generic� with probability one�

Therefore� if all players play according to annealed localized experimental

regret testing described in Section � but based on the payo�s of ��� then by

Theorem � the joint mixed strategy pro�les �t converge� with probability

one� to a Nash equilibrium of ��� However� since for all i � N and s � S we

have j��is�� �is�j  �� every Nash equilibrium of �� is an ��Nash equilibrium

of ��


�



Remark� �nash convergence for all games�� Even though we only

prove convergence to ��Nash equilibria in the case of non�generic games� it

seems plausible that by a re�nement of the same idea as in Theorem ��

it is possible to achieve almost sure convergence to Nash equilibria� The

idea is that in annealed localized experimental regret testing� each time the

parameters ��� 
�� T�� are updated� the payo�s of the game � are perturbed

by a new noise U�i�s��� whose magnitude decreases with � at an appropriately

calibrated way� However� the details of the proof of Nash convergence of such

a procedure are quite tedious and we do not work them out here�

	 Unknown games

Next we show that all the results shown up to this point extend easily to

the signi�cantly more general model where the actions of each player can

depend only on past own payo�s� without seeing the actions taken by the

rest of the players� This model is sometimes referred to as �unknown game�

as the players need not be aware of any characteristics of the game� like�

for example� the number of overall players or the number of actions other

players can choose from� The setup is closely related to the multi�armed

bandit problem where� at each time instance� a player chooses an action and

receives a reward but cannot check what reward he would have obtained

had he chosen some other action see� e�g�� Auer� Cesa�Bianchi� Freund� and

Schapire 	
���

Formally� a strategy for player i is now a sequence of functions that� at

time t� assign a mixed strategy �it to the payo� function �i� the history of

payo�s �is��� �is��� � � � � �ist����� and the randomizing variable �i�t� Just

as before� at time t� player i chooses action sit randomly according to the

mixed strategy �it�

Foster and Young 	
�� already observe that their regret testing procedure

can be modi�ed so that the strategy becomes feasible in the unknown game

model� Their idea extends in a straightforward way to our modi�cations as

well� In order to adjust the procedures of experimental regret testing and

annealed localized experimental regret testing� just note that the only place


�



in which the players look at the past is when they calculate the regrets rit�k in


�� However� each player may estimate his regret in a simple way� The idea

is that� at each time instant� player i  ips a biased coin and if the outcome

is head whose probability is very small�� then instead of choosing an action

according to the mixed strategy �it� he chooses one uniformly� At these time

instants� the player collects su�cient information to estimate the regret with

respect to each �xed action k � Ki�

To formalize this idea� consider a period between times m � 
�T � 


and mT and denote t � m � 
�T � During this period� player i draws ni

samples for each k � 
� � � � �Ki actions� Formally� de�ne the random variables

Ui�� � f�� 
� � � � �Kig� where� for � between m � 
�T � 
 and mT � for each

k � 
� � � � �Ki� there are exactly ni values of � such that Ui�� � k� and all such

con�gurations are equally probable� for the remaining � � Ui�� � �� In other

words� for each k � 
� � � � �Ki� ni values of � are chosen randomly� without

replacement� such that these values are disjoint for di�erent k�s�� Then� at

time � � player i draws an action si� as follows� conditionally on the past up

to time � � 
�

si�

�
is distributed as �i� if Ui�� � �
equals k if Ui�� � k �

The regret rit�k may be estimated by

brit�k � 


ni

t�TX
��t��

IUi���k�
ik� s�i� �� 


T �Kini

t�TX
��t��

�is� �IUi���� �

k � 
� � � � �Ki� Observe that brit�k only depends on the past payo�s experienced
by player i and therefore these estimates are feasible in the unknown game

model�

In order to show that the estimated regrets work in this case� we only need

to establish an analog of inequality �� for the deviations of the estimated

regret� This is done in the next lemma�

Lemma � Assume that in a certain period of length T � the expected regret

E	rimT�kjs�� � � � � smT � of player i is at most �� Then� for a su�ciently small


�



�� with the choice of parameters of Proposition ��

PfbrimT�k � �g � cT��
�� exp
��T �
� � � ���

�
�

Proof�We show that� with large probability� brimT�k is close to r
i
mT�k� To this

end� note �rst that					 


T �Kini

t�TX
��t��

�is� �IUi���� �



T

t�TX
��t��

�is� �

					 � �

PN
i��Kini
T

�

On the other hand� observe that� if there is no time instant � for which

Ui�� � 
 and Uj�� � 
 for some j � i� then�




ni

t�TX
��t��

IUi���k�
ik� s�i� �

is an unbiased estimate of




T

t�TX
��t��

�ik� s�i� �

obtained by random sampling� The probability that no two players sample

at the same time is at most

TN�max
i�j�N

Kini
T

Kjnj
T

and by Hoe�ding�s inequality 	��� for an average of a sample taken without

replacement�

bP 
					 
ni
t�TX
��t��

IUi���k�
ik� s�i� �� 


T

t�TX
��t��

�ik� s�i� �

					 � �

�
� e��ni�

�

where bP denotes the distribution induced by the random variables Ui�� �

Putting everything together�

PfbrimT�k � �g � TN�max
i�j�N

Kini
T

Kjnj
T

� exp

���ni
�
�� �� �

PN
i��Kini
T

��
�A


�



Choosing ni � OT �
��� the �rst term on the right�hand side is of order T��
�

and
PN

i��Kini�T � OT��
�� becomes negligible compared to � � � which

concludes the statement�

Thus� in the unknown game case� the estimate of inequality �� can be

replaced by that of Lemma �� It is easy to see by inspecting the proofs that

the rest of the arguments go through without modi�cation� and therefore the

results of Theorems 
� �� and � are true in this more general model as well�

Remark� �bayesian games�� The unknown gamemodel can be adapted to

encompass the case of Bayesian games� i�e�� where payo�s depend on strategy

pro�les chosen as well as players� types� The latter are assumed to be drawn

by nature from a �nite set and according to a �xed distribution� We only

need to require that i� agents observe their own types and can condition

their strategies on those types� and ii� the game is repeated such that every

period nature newly selects the types according to the given distribution� For

every block of T periods� agents play �xed conditional strategies� which are

resampled if regrets over the previous T periods exceed the regret threshold

and are kept unchanged otherwise up to the experimentation probability


�� Given that the performance of the conditional strategies is unbiasedly�

estimated during play� the present approach does not assume players to have

any priors concerning nature�s move� but rather to obtain them through

repeated play� Players here are quite naive with respect to other players�

strategies and types� yet play converges to Bayesian Nash equilibria� in the

di�erent senses of Theorems 
� �� and �� This is to be contrasted with

the belief�based learning approaches� such as� for example� Jordan 	��� ����

Dekel� Fudenberg� and Levine 	��� or also Kalai and Lehrer 	���� Fudenberg

and Levine 	

�� and Nachbar 	����


 Proofs

Proof of Lemma �� To see that the process is a Markov chain� note that at

each m � �� 
� �� � � � � �mT depends only on ��m���T and the regrets ri�m���T�k
k � 
� � � � �Ki� i � N�� It is clearly L� since �mT�k � 	�� 
� for all k�m�


�



it is irreducible since at each �� T� �T� � � � � the probability of reaching some

��mT � A for any open set A � � from any ��m���T � � is strictly positive

when 
 � �� and it is recurrent since E	
P�

m�� �f�mT�Agj�� � A� � � for

all �� � A� The Doeblin condition follows simply from the presence of the

�exploration parameter� 
 in the de�nition of experimental regret testing�

In particular� with probability 
N every player chooses a mixed strategy

randomly and conditioned on this event� the distribution of �mT is uniform�

Proof of Lemma �� Harsanyi 	
�� shows that almost every game has a

�nite and odd� number of Nash equilibria all of which are regular� Fix the

number of players and strategies and let 	�� 
��N be the corresponding space

of normal form games� Clearly� for any S� � S we have that� for almost every

� � 	�� 
��N � the associated pure subgame �� of � has �nitely many equilibria�

all regular� Since S is �nite� there are �nitely many S� � S and hence �nitely

many pure subgames �� of �� Intersecting over all of these leaves almost all

games in 	�� 
��N with the property that all pure subgames have �nitely many

equilibria� all regular�

Next� we show that for almost every game � � 	�� 
��N � given J � N �

we have that for almost every pro�le �J � �J � the subgame ��J has all

equilibria regular� Notice that if all equilibria are regular then there can

only be �nitely many of them�� Moreover� since we can view � as the pure

subgame of another game� this will prove the general case as well� Fix J � N

and consider the map �J � 	�� 
��N � �J de�ned by

�J�� � f�J � �J � ��J has nonregular Nash equilibriag�

Since checking whether an equilibrium is nonregular reduces to evaluating

the Jacobian of an algebraic function� it is easy to see that this map is

semi�algebraic see Bochnak� Coste� and Roy 	�� Prop� �������� Therefore� its

discontinuities lie on a closed lower�dimensional subset of 	�� 
��N such that

there are �nitely many connected components on which it is continuous see

Schanuel� Simon� and Zame 	�
� or Blume and Zame 	���� Moreover� if �J is

semi�algebraic and takes a set of values E with 	E� � � at some point !� in

the interior of a component on which it is continuous� then there must exist


�



an open set E� � E such that E� � �J�� for any � in an open neighborhood

of !�� In other words� for �xed �J � E�� the game ��J has nonregular Nash

equilibria for any � � G�� where G� � 	�� 
��N is an open neighborhood

of !�� But since we can view each game ��J as a game in 	�� 
��JcNJc � and

since� in particular� all games in an open neighborhood of !� � 	�� 
��N span a

corresponding open neighborhood of games in 	�� 
��JcNJc around !��J � notice

that �J � E� is �xed�� we would have that all games in such a neighborhood

of !��J are degenerate� which is impossible� Hence� it must be the case that

if �J takes a set of values with positive measure� it must be at a game where

�J is discontinuous� But this can only happen on a lower dimensional set

of measure zero and hence� for almost every game � � 	�� 
��N � and for any

J � N � we have that for almost every pro�le �J � �J � the subgame ��J has

all Nash equilibria regular�

Lemmas � and �� The proof of Lemma � is based on two lemmas� Lemma �

is concerned with the probabilities of moving from a situation where exactly

J  N agents have expected regret less than or equal to � and are playing

a pro�le that is not part of an ��Nash equilibrium of �� to a situation where

J �
 or less agents have expected regret less than or equal to �� Speci�cally�

it shows that with positive probability� bounded away from zero� the N�J�

agents with expected regret greater than � will select a strategy such that

at least� one of the agents in J will also have expected regret greater than

� in the next period� This is expressed using the sets CJ
� �

J� de�ned below�

Lemma � shows some basic properties of the volume and geometric struc�

ture of ��Nash equilibria� Recall that for J � N � �J � �i�J�i� Without

loss we assume Ki � �� i � N �

Lemma � Let � � 	�� 
��N be a generic N�player normal form game with

Ki � �� i � N � let J � N with J c � NnJ � �� and let

CJ
� �

J� � f�Jc � �Jc � �
J � �J

c

� � �i�JB
i
�g

be the set of pro�les in �Jc to which �J � �J is a joint ��best reply by the

players in J � � � �� Then there exists �J� � � and a positive number �� � �

��



such that for all �  ���

sup
�J

	
Jc
CJ

� �
J�� � 
 � �J�  
�

where the supremum is taken over all �J � �J that are not part of an ��Nash

equilibrium pro�le of ��

Proof� For an arbitrary set J � N and arbitrary mixed strategy pro�le

�J � �J � let ��J � 	�� 
��J �N�J�� where �J � "i
�JKi� denote the subgame

where players in J play the �xed strategy �J � Basically this reduces to a

game between the players in J c��

First we show the statement for � � �� To simplify notation� we drop

the subscript � whenever � � �� Fix J � N with J c � � and consider the

correspondence ��J
c

� that maps �J
c

to the set of Nash equilibria of the

subgame ��Jc � This correspondence is semi�algebraic since it is the composi�

tion of two semi�algebraic maps� namely� the map mapping strategy pro�les

�J
c � �Jc to subgames ��Jc � 	�� 
��JcJ this map is convex combinations

of pure strategy payo�s� with the Nash correspondence N ��Jc � mapping

subgames ��Jc to Nash equilibria of ��Jc � Therefore its discontinuities lie on

a closed lower�dimensional subset of �Jc such that there are �nitely many

connected components on which it is continuous see Schanuel� Simon and

Zame 	�
� or Blume and Zame 	���� Moreover� by our genericity assumption

it takes �nitely many values for almost every pro�le �J
c � �Jc� This means

that there exists a component D � �Jc and �� � � such that � is continuous

on D� takes �nitely many values on a dense subset of D� and 	
Jc
D� � ���

To prove the lemma� suppose the claim is false� Suppose there exists a

sequence of strategy pro�les f�J�ng � �J such that

i� for every n� �J�n is not part of Nash pro�le of ��

ii� limn�� 	
Jc
CJ�J�n�� � 
�

Because �J is compact� there exists a convergent subsequence f�J�nkg � �J

such that i� and ii� hold for the corresponding elements� Let �J � �J be

the limit of this subsequence� then 	
Jc
CJ�J �� � 
� This means that for

almost every �J
c � �Jc� �J � ��Jc�� Because � is semi�algbraic and upper

�




hemi�continuous� it is the composition of an upper hemi�continuous corre�

spondence with a continuous map�� if it takes the value �J almost everywhere

on �Jc � it must take it everywhere on �Jc � i�e�� �J � ��Jc� for all �Jc � �Jc�

in particular �J is part of a Nash pro�le of ��

Hence� we may assume without loss that besides i� and ii�� the sequence

f�J�ng also satis�es

iii� limn�� �J�n � �J �

iv� for every n� 	
Jc
CJ�J�n��  	
Jc

CJ�J�n����  
�

This implies that there exists a sequence of subsets fEng � CJ�J�n� � �Jc

with 	
Jc
En� � 
 such that� for every n� the correspondence � takes the

value �J�n on En� i�e�� �J�n � ��J
c

� for all �J
c � En� But then there must

exist a set E of positive measure such that � takes values arbitrarily close

to �J on E by property iii� above�� But this is impossible since on a set

of measure one � is continuous and takes �nitely many values of which �J is

one of them�

Let now � � �� Suppose that the statement is false� i�e�� suppose that

for any � � �� sup�J 	
Jc
CJ

� �
J�� � 
� where the supremum is taken over

all �J � �J that are not part of an ��Nash equilibrium pro�le of �� This

implies that there is a set E � �Jc of strictly positive measure � �J� from

the case above with � � �� such that for any �J
c � E� �J � ���J

c

� for any

� � �� and at the same time �J � ��J
c

�� Again� this contradicts the fact

that �� is semi�algebraic� upper hemi�continuous� and compact�valued�

Lemma � Let � � 	�� 
��N be a generic N�player normal form game� Then

there exist positive constants c�� � � � � c� such that for all su�ciently small

� � ��

�a� D�N � c��� � N� � D�N � c���� i � N �

�b� c��c� � 	N�� � c��� i � N �

�c� if � � N�� then D��� c��� � N � ��
�d� if � � � and ����
 is su�ciently small� then 	N�nN�� � c�����c��

Proof� a� Fix � � 	�� 
��N generic and let

�i�� � max
si
k
�Si

�isik� �
�i� � �i���

��



where �i�� �
P

��S �
i
�

Q
j�N �j�j denotes player i�s payo� function� Notice

that �i is semi�algbraic and Lipschitz continuous� where the Lipschitz con�

stant depends only on parameters of the game� Recall D�N � �� � f� � � �

k� � �k� � �� � � Ng and N� � f� � � � �i�� � �� i � Ng� By genericity

of �� the set N consists of a �nite number of regular Nash equilibria� so that

the set N� can be written as the union of a �nite number of neighborhoods�

each of which is de�ned by a �nite number of nicely behaved hypersurfaces�

More precisely� there exists a positive number �� such that for any �  ��� we

can write

N� � ���NU�� ���

where the sets U�� ��� � � N � satisfy

i� U�� �� � f� � � � �isik� �
�i�� �i�� � �� for all sik � supp��g�

ii� the sets U�� �� are pairwise disjoint and� are de�ned by a �nite num�

ber of hypersurfaces of dimension K � �� recall dim� � K � 
� of bounded

curvature that all intersect transversally� moreover� except for the hypersur�

faces de�ning �� which are �xed� all the others are parameterized by � such

that the Hausdor� distance d� n U�� ��� �� is strictly increasing in � for �

small�

Because the equations �isik� �
�i� � �i�� � �� sik � supp��� that bound

the sets U�� ��� vary smoothly with �� it follows that d� n U�� ��� �� is

increasing and Lipschitz continuous in �� Moreover� the genericity assumption

implies that the gradient of the functions hsik �� � �isik� �
�i� � �i��� sik �

supp��� is not the zero vector at �� Writing the distance locally� between

� and the ��s satisfying hsi
k
�� � � as

���� rh
si
k

krh
si
k
k�

����� we obtain that the slope

of the Hausdor� distance d� n U�� ��� �� with respect to � is positive and

bounded away from zero� Thus there exist positive constants C�  C� such

that D���C��� � U�� �� � D���C���� Taking c�� c� to be respectively

the minimum and maximum over all such constants for the di�erent Nash

equilibria yields D�N � c��� � N� � D�N � c����

b� This follows immediately given the statement and proof of a�� Since

� is a point in �� we have �K�� � 	D��� ��� � ���K�� depending on

��



whether � is in the interior or on the boundary of �� In particular� we have�

c���
K�� � 	D�N � c���� � 	N�� � 	D�N � c���� � �c���

K���

and we can take c� � cK��� � c	 � K � 
� and c� � �c��K���

c� From a� we have for any � � � small�D�N � c��� � N� � D�N � c����

Hence� if � � N� then � � D�N � c���� Taking c� � �c� we haveD��� c����
N � ��

d� From a� we have for any �� � � � small� D�N � c��� � N� and

N� � D�N � c���� and hence� for � � ��

N� n N� � D�N � c��� nD�N � c����

where c� � c�� For the volume we have�

	N� n N�� � 	 D�N � c��� nD�N � c����

� 	D�N � c����� 	D�N � c����

� c����
K�� � c����

K����N �

� c��
K���N ��K�� � �K���

� c��� ���

where c� � c��K���N � �� The last inequality follows for ����
 small�

Proof of Lemma �� Lemma � implies that� if there are exactly J  N

players who have regret less than � and are playing a pro�le �J � �J that is

not part of a ��Nash equilibrium pro�le� then there is a positive probability�

bounded away from zero uniformly for all possible subsets J � N � take

minJ�N
�J�
� �� that the strategy pro�les randomly chosen by the players in

J c will be such that all players in J c and at least one player in J will have

expected regret greater than � at the new strategy pro�le� For the remaining

J�
 players� there are two possibilities� a� their joint strategy pro�le is part

of a ��Nash equilibrium� b� their joint strategy pro�le is not part of a ��Nash

equilibrium� Since we are looking for a lower bound for P �N�N c
� � N��� it

su�ces to follow up on case b�� In case b�� Lemma � always applies� and

repeatedly following up on those cases� one reaches a situation after at most

��



N�
 steps�� where all N players randomly sample a new strategy� Applying

Lemma � at this last step and combining this with the previous� we have

that there exists � � � such that for every � � �� P �N�N c
� � N�� �

�N��C��
C�� for some positive constants C�� C�� In particular� there exist

positive constants c�� c� such that� for any � � �� P �N�N c
� � N�� � c��

c� �

Proof of Proposition �� First note that by Corollary 
�

PM N c
� � � �N c

� � � 
� 
N �M

so that it su�ces to bound the measure ofN c
� under the stationary probability

�� Clearly�

�N�� � �N c
� �P

�N�N c
� � N�� � �N��P

�N�N� � N���

Writing �N c
� � � 
 � �N�� and solving for �N��� we have

�N�� �
P �N�N c

� � N��


� P �N�N� � N�� � P �N�N c
� � N��

� ��

where

P �N�N� � N�� �
�N��P �N�N� �N��

�N��

�
�N� n N��P �N�N� n N� �N��

�N��

� �N��P �N�N� �N��

�N��
� ��

To bound P �N�N� � N�� note that if �mT � N� then the expected regret

of all players is at most �� Since the regret estimates rimT�k are sums of T

independent random variables taking values between � and 
 with mean at

most �� Hoe�ding�s inequality 	��� implies that

PfrimT�k � �g � e��T �����
�

� k � 
� � � � �Ki� i � 
� � � � � N � ��

Then the probability that there is at least one player i and a strategy k � Ki

such that rimT�k � � is bounded by
PN

i��Kie
��T ������ � Ke��T �����

�

� Thus�

��



with probability at least 
� 
�N 
 �Ke��T �����
�

�� all players keep playing

the same mixed strategy and therefore

P N� �N�� � 
� 
�N 
 �Ke��T �����
�

� �

Consequently� since � � �� we have P N� � N�� � P N� � N�� and hence

P �N�N� � N�� � 
 � 
��N
 �Ke��T �����
�

�N � 
 � �N
 �NKe��T �����
�

where we assumed 
 � 
 and Ke��T �����
� � 
�� Thus� using �� and the

obtained estimate� we have

P �N�N� �N�� � 
� �N
 �NKe��T �����
�

�
�N��

�N��
�

Next we need to show that� for proper choice of the parameters� P �N�N c
� �

N�� is su�ciently large� For generic games of N players� this follows from

Lemma � which asserts that

P �N�N c
� � N�� � C��

C�

for some positive constants C� and C� that depend on the game� Hence� from

�� we obtain

�N�� � C��
C�


� 
� �N
 �NKe��T ���������N��
��N��

� C��C�

It remains to estimate the measure �N����N��� To this end� observe that if

� is su�ciently small then the ratio �N�nN����N�� is bounded by the ratio

of the corresponding Lebesgue measures 	N� n N���	N��� Just note that

the �density� of � decreases by moving away from a Nash equilibrium� More

precisely� � may not be absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue

measure� but one can show that if �� � N� n N� and �� � N� then for a

su�ciently small �  � � � the l� ball of radius � centered at �� has a

��measure less than or equal to that of the same ball centered at ���� The

ratio of the volumes of N�nN� and N� may therefore be bounded by invoking

parts c� and d� of Lemma �� We obtain

�N� n N��

�N��
� C��� ��C�

C��C�

��



so that

�N��

�N��
� 
 � �N� n N��

�N��
� 
� C�� � ��C�

C��C�

�

In summary�

�N��

� �N��

�

� C��� ��C�

C��C�

�
�

�

 � C��� ��C�

C��C�

�
C��

C�


 � 
� �N
 �NKe��T �������
� C������C�

C��C�
� � C��C�

for some positive constants C�� � � � � C�� Substituting the choices of the pa�

rameters �� 
� T with su�ciently large constants c�� � � � � c� we have

�N c
� � � ��� �

If M is so large that 
 � 
N �M � ���� we have PM N c
� � � � as desired�
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